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Unity UI CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Design and develop interactive and professional user interfaces (UIs) for games in Unity
	
		Discover how to implement and deal with various in-game UI elements that will impress your players
	
		This practical recipe guide will help you to efficiently create powerful and remarkable UIs...
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Drupal Web ServicesPackt Publishing, 2010

	Drupal is a rich and dynamic open source content management system that can feed content into its framework from other Web applications including Facebook, Flickr, Google, Twitter, and more, using standard communication protocols called web services. You may be aware that content can be driven to your Drupal site from different web...
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Branding Yourself: How to Use Social Media to Invent or Reinvent Yourself (2nd Edition) (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2012

	Want a new job or career? Need to demonstrate more value to customers or employers? Use today’s hottest social media platforms to build the powerful personal brand that gets you what you want! In this completely updated book, Erik Deckers and Kyle Lacy help you use social media to attract new business and job...
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LinkedIn for Business: How Advertisers, Marketers and Salespeople Get Leads, Sales and Profits from LinkedIn (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2012

	Increase Your LinkedIn Leads, Sales, and Profits: Attract Higher-Quality Leads, Market More Effectively, Boost Your Sales

	This book delivers a complete system for profiting from LinkedIn. Top social media marketer Brian Carter shows you how to use LinkedIn to supercharge your existing business-to-business marketing,...
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Social Media Marketing All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Everything your business needs for a successful social media campaign


	Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter are today's hottest marketing tools. This all-in-one guide by an expert on social media strategy helps you take full advantage of them in creative new ways.


	Lena West is a consultant who helps her clients...
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Social Marketing to the Business Customer: Listen to Your B2B Market, Generate Major Account Leads, and Build Client RelationshipsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The first book devoted entirely to B2B social marketing


	B2B markets are fundamentally different from consumer markets. Decisions are made on value, not impulse. Buying cycles are complex, often with many stakeholders involved. Relationships and support are critical. Bet-the-business decisions demand discipline, knowledge, and lots...
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Ning For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Online social networks are part of modern life. Long gone are the days when MySpace, Facebook, and LinkedIn were a remote notion. Being a member of a social network has become an incredible way to connect (and reconnect) with other people who share your interests.

Until Ning was created, social networks offered members a space on the...
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Unstructured Data Analytics: How to Improve Customer Acquisition, Customer Retention, and Fraud Detection and PreventionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	Turn unstructured data into valuable business insight


	Unstructured Data Analytics provides an accessible, non-technical introduction to the analysis of unstructured data. Written by global experts in the analytics space, this book presents unstructured data analysis (UDA) concepts in a practical way, highlighting...
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Using LinkedInQue, 2010

	Although professionals have always acknowledged the value of networking,
	today’s economic climate makes developing a solid network even more critical.
	LinkedIn, the leading social networking site for professionals, is the ideal tool for
	maximizing the potential of an online network. LinkedIn currently has more than
	65 million...
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